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ABSTRACT
In this paper, an approach for the site-level monitoring of
building energy consumption is introduced based on prop-
erties of the Koopman operator: the Koopman operator is
an infinite-dimensional, linear operator that captures non-
linear, finite-dimensional dynamics. Using properties of
the operator, site-level building meter data can be decom-
posed into spatial-temporal modes. Through use of these
modes, characteristics of building utility consumption can
be studied at varying time-scales. Compared to conven-
tional analysis, often performed one meter at a time, the
proposed approach allows a facility manager to quickly
determine the overall behavior of multiple buildings, and
whether they are operating efficiently and according to
programmed schedules. An implementation of this ap-
proach is demonstrated as it has been applied in the ac-
tual management of buildings at a university campus us-
ing measured sub-hourly meter data which has been col-
lected over a one year time span. Spatial visualization of
results allows data to analyzed in a condensed form com-
pared to conventional methods.

INTRODUCTION
As government agencies and utilities move towards wider
adoption of advanced metering infrastructures (AMI) in
the building stock, measurements of building energy de-
mand are gathered at increasingly smaller time-scales.
The widespread deployment of smart-meters, i.e. de-
vices which measure site-level utility consumption at sub-
hourly time intervals, provides a new means of assessing
energy consumption at the large scale. As building ca-
pability for data collection increases, analyzing measured
data presents new challenges for practitioners. Methods
are required which can utilize growing data sets to better
characterize the behavior of building energy consumption.
Achieving this goal allows identification of new opportu-
nities for improving building energy efficiency.
In literature, techniques for characterizing the behavior
of building energy consumption fall into one of two ap-
proaches: data-driven and model-driven. The data-driven

approach examines measurements of building energy con-
sumption to extract behavioral features. Early work in
this area is often referred to as ”Load Disaggregation” and
”Load Monitoring”. In (Powers, Margossian, and Smith
1991), rules based on expert knowledge are defined to dis-
aggregate site-level electric meter data by attributing step
changes in electric consumption to various components
(HVAC, equipment, lighting, ...) of known power draw.
A similar task is performed in (Farinaccio and Zmeure-
anu 1999) and (Marceau and Zmeureanu 2000) where ex-
pert knowledge is instead replaced by pattern recognition
to identify the energy draw of different end-uses. The
scope of load monitoring is expanded to allow for fault
detection in (Norford and Leeb 1996) where step-changes
and high frequency oscillations of electric consumption
are detecting and used to determine on/off schedules and
equipment limit-cycling. Load monitoring is effective in
settings where consumption is influenced by several de-
vices, but is difficult to implement in environments where
hundreds, or even thousands, of devices influence build-
ing energy consumption.
To address the difficulties of load monitoring in settings
with a large number of devices, several works exist which
characterize building energy consumption based on ag-
gregate meter data. Early work by (Haberl and Komor
1988) analyzes hourly meter data to provide feedback to
operators in building fault diagnosis. In (Stuart et al.
2007) and (Brown et al. 2010), building failure modes are
identified in an algorithmic fashion from time-series me-
ter data. These failure modes include ”Heating (or cool-
ing) out of season”,”Heating when building unoccupied”,
”High baseload consumption”, and ”Excessive consump-
tion (continuous)”. In (Domnguez et al. 2013) and (Cabr-
era and Zareipour 2013), data-mining and machine learn-
ing methods are used to characterize energy use based on
topological properties of the studied energy usage data-
sets. In (Mathieu et al. 2011), sub-hourly time-series of
electric consumption are segmented at a daily time-scale
and used to analyze the ”load shape” of daily electric con-
sumption for the identification of demand response oppor-
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tunities.
In contrast to data-based methods which aim to recog-
nize adverse building behavior, model-driven approaches
utilize building data to develop a mathematical process
for predicting expected building behavior. With this ap-
proach, actual building performance is monitored until it
has sufficiently deviated from the model expectation. In
(Burkhart, Heo, and Zavala 2014), Gaussian process (GP)
models are used in this fashion to create predictions of
building energy demand based on outdoor air tempera-
ture. In (Braga, Braga, and Braga 2013), statistical pro-
cess control (SPC) is used to model energy consumption
based on expected occupancy profiles. When actual con-
sumption exceeds a calculated confidence interval, a fault
is triggered. In (Belussi and Danza 2012), linear regres-
sion models are used to correlate energy consumption to
climactic variables for comparing the behavior of actual
energy consumption to design expectations.
Of the works cited, a commonality that emerges is the
recognition of ”periodicities” that are inherent in build-
ing meter data. In this paper, a data-based approach
of analyzing building meter data is introduced based on
Koopman operator methods. The Koopman operator is
an infinite-dimensional, linear operator that captures non-
linear, finite-dimensional dynamics without linearization.
Utilizing the Koopman operator, site-level building en-
ergy consumption data can be decomposed into spatial
modes, known as Koopman modes, and used to analyze
building meter behavior at different time scales. Although
building meter data may be complex, only several modes
are necessary to describe large extents of the measured
data using this approach. Characterizing building meter
data using this framework allows an alternative means of
analyzing the behavior of a large set of buildings.
The notion of Koopman modes was first introduced in
(Mezic 2005) and has previously been applied in the study
of fluid dynamics (Rowley et al. 2009) and power grid
instabilities (Susuki and Mezic 2010). Within the build-
ing systems community, the Koopman operator methods
have previously been used to study the thermal behav-
ior buildings; in (Eisenhower et al. 2010), an EnergyPlus
model of a building was partially calibrated to measured
data by comparing the modes produced by the model to
that from measured temperature data, and in (Georgescu,
Eisenhower, and Mezić 2012), Koopman modes are used
to validate modeling practices used in the ASHRAE 90.1
modeling appendix (ASHRAE 2010). In this paper, the
analysis of Koopman modes is extended to study mea-
sured building meter data as a way of characterizing build-
ing energy consumption.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
the next section, an overview of the Koopman operator
is given. Then in section 3, spatial modes of a building

meter data are calculated and analyzed. Lastly, features
of the behavior of building energy consumption are char-
acterized and related to characteristics of the calculated
Koopman modes. The paper is concluded with a discus-
sion of directions for future research.

THE KOOPMAN OPERATOR
In the analysis of dynamical systems, understanding the
structure of systems plays a considerable role. Difficul-
ties are often encountered in engineered systems where
the equations describing the behavior of these systems are
often high-dimensional and ill-described. In many cases,
systems may also be incapable of being expressed analyt-
ically with access only available through simulation mod-
els or measured data. In this context, properties of the
Koopman operator are applicable. By projecting the time-
evolution of building meter data onto eigenfunctions of
the operator, spatial and temporal features of the system
can be extracted.
To introduce the Koopman operator, consider the evolu-
tion of a nonlinear dynamical system given by

x(t +1) = F(x(t)) (1)

where x ∈ M are the state space variables belonging to
a finite, but multi-dimensional space M, and F : M→ M
maps the variables at time t to time t + 1. The Koopman
operator U is a linear operator that acts on M in the fol-
lowing manner: for g : M→ R, where g is a function de-
scribing observations of the state space variables, U maps
g to a new function Ug given by

Ug(x) = g(F(x(t))) = g(x(t +1)). (2)

Although the dynamical system may be nonlinear and
evolve on a finite-dimensional space, the Koopman op-
erator is linear, but infinite-dimensional.
The Koopman operator describes the evolution of an ob-
servable one step in time, and iterative application of the
operator describes the trajectory of the observable. Be-
cause the Koopman operator is linear, its eigenfunctions
and eigenvalues are defined as follows: for eigenfunction
ψk : M→ C and constant eigenvalues λk ∈ C

Uψk(x) = λkψk(x). k = 1,2, ... (3)

Observables can be expressed as projections onto the
eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator by

g(x) =
∞

∑
k=1

λkψk(x)vk. (4)
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In Eq.4, {vk}∞
k=1 are a set of vectors called Koopman

modes, and are coefficients of the projections of observ-
ables onto the eigenfunctions of the operator. Koopman
modes describe the dynamics of observables at different
frequencies (proportional to λk), and will be the basis for
analyzing the behavior of site-level building energy con-
sumption described later in this paper.
We assume g(x) is in the span of eigenfunctions. When
this is the case, Koopman modes of g(x) can be computed
by calculating Fourier averages, g∗ω(x) ∈ C, of the form:

g∗ω(x) = lim
n→∞

1
n

n−1

∑
j=0

ei2π jωg(x( j)). (5)

If g∗ω is nonzero, the observable, g(x), has a nonzero com-
ponent within a Koopman mode of frequency ω. The no-
tion of Koopman modes was introduced in (Mezic 2005),
and this relationship between Fourier analysis and Koop-
man modes is first identified. There are several methods
available for calculating Koopman modes such as using
the Arnoldi algorithm (Susuki and Mezic 2010), or by
using Fourier averages of the spatial field (Mezic 2005).
When observables are periodic, the decomposition can be
computed using discrete Fourier transformation (Rowley
et al. 2009). For more information about model decompo-
sition using the Koopman operator, refer to the references
above and review paper of (Budisic, Mohr, and Mezic
2012).
In this paper, the Koopman operator is utilized to study
site-level energy consumption of multiple buildings by an-
alyzing the spatial features of a subset of Koopman modes
that are large in magnitude, and thus, reflect the primary
features of a building’s energy consumption.

CASE STUDY
As a case study for this approach, a set of buildings lo-
cated at the University of California, Santa Barbara were
chosen for analysis. The building stock studied is made
up of a diverse set of different building types includ-
ing offices, laboratories, gymnasiums, dormitories, and
restaurants constructed over several decades from 1950
- Present Day. Cumulatively, an occupancy of roughly
25,000 is supported over an occupied indoor area of
4,600,000 f t2. In total, the buildings studied consumes
approximately 80,000,000 kWh of energy annually.

Data Collection
For the buildings studied, data was collected from site-
level utility meters. Meter data was captured at 10 minute
time intervals. The availability of meter data for the build-
ings studied is shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, a majority of the buildings contain sub-hourly
measurements of electric consumption. Depending on

Figure 1: (Color Online) Plan view of campus and meter
distribution of monitored buildings.

building design and meter availability, a subset of elec-
tricity, chilled water (for HVAC cooling), and natural gas
usage is measured. Due to the greater availability of elec-
trical meter data, the remainder of this paper focuses on
analyzing the behavior of building with respect to elec-
trical consumption. The analysis performed in this paper
however can easily be applied to study the behavior of
chilled water, natural gas consumption, or any other me-
ter type.

KOOPMAN MODES OF METER DATA
Utilizing properties of the Koopman operator and Koop-
man modes, the behavior of building energy consumption
based off of collected meter data can be studied. Because
Koopman modes are defined on the complex set of num-
bers, each mode has an associated magnitude and phase.
Measured building energy consumption is related to the
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Figure 2: (Color Online) 24 hour Koopman mode magnitude (left) and phase (right) of campus electric consumption.
Note the difference in scale between plots.

Figure 3: (Color Online) Time-series (right) and spatial location (left) of the electric consumption of of two buildings
with similar 24 hour Koopman mode magnitude, but with a phase difference close to π radians. The building (blue) with
a phase near π radians consumes a greater amount of energy during the day while the building (blue) with phase near
0 radians consumes a greater amount of energy at night.
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magnitude and phase of Koopman modes in the following
manner:

Em(t) =
∞

∑
k=1
‖Vk,m‖sin(ωkt +∠Vk,m), (6)

where Em(t) is the energy consumption of a building me-
ter, Vk = (vk,1, ...,vk,m)

T and ωk is the frequency corre-
sponding to the k-th Koopman mode.
Koopman modes calculated from energy consumption
data of building meters are a result of oscillatory inputs
that the building is subject to. Inputs are processes which
contribute to building energy consumption and can in-
clude plug loads, lighting usage, and energy consumption
which is influenced by changes in weather (e.g. HVAC
heating and cooling). Because a diverse set of building
types are examined, and no two buildings are identical,
inputs affect each building differently. The calculated
Koopman modes capture these effects and represent the
impact of these inputs on the dynamics of building energy
consumption at various time-scales. Investigation of the
Koopman modes allows examination of the similarities
and differences of energy consumption between a group
of buildings.
Analysis of Koopman modes requires some prior under-
standing of the system being studied. In the context of this
paper, modes define the amount of energy use which oc-
curs at a particular time-scale. The magnitude and phase
of each mode is influenced by the inputs (energy demands
such as plug loads, lighting, HVAC, etc...) that the build-
ing is subject to. For the buildings considered, the five
Koopman modes that are largest in magnitude correspond
to the 8760 hour, 2920 hour, 2190 hour, 168 hour, and
24 hour time-scale. The modes of larger duration (2190
hour and greater) are reflective of yearlong and quarterly
changes in building energy consumption. The 8760 mode
is influenced largely by changing HVAC loads due to sea-
sonal weather changes while the 2920 hour and 2190 hour
modes are related to building operation on a quarterly
schedule due to the university academic calendar. The
shorter 168 hour and 24 hour mode reflect fixed sched-
ule behavior of buildings at the weekly and daily time-
scale respectively. In this paper, the 24 hour and 168 hour
modes are selected for analysis in order to focus on char-
acteristics of energy consumption which occur, at most,
over a week long period. Building energy usage is typi-
cally studied in literature at these mentioned time scales.
The 168 hour and 24 hour modes provide measures which
allow profiling of the energy consumption of the buildings
considered. For example, buildings which are occupied
daily will greatly influence the magnitude of the 24 hour
Koopman mode while buildings which are occupied only
on weekdays will influence the magnitude of both the 24

hour and 168 hour Koopman mode due to the presence of
both a daily and weekly schedule. While the magnitude of
the mode indicates the presence of a schedule, the phase of
the Koopman mode indicates the time at which energy us-
age is at its greatest. For example, buildings which expe-
rience greater energy use during the day will have a differ-
ent Koopman mode phase then buildings which primarily
consume energy during the night. From this construction,
a new approach is provided for representing building en-
ergy consumption in order to gauge building performance.

In Figure 2 the magnitude and phase of the 24 hour
Koopman mode is shown on a plan view of the campus.
Comparing the magnitude and phase between different
buildings demonstrates the types of behaviors which are
present in this building stock at this time scale. The phase
of the Koopman mode corresponds to the time which a
building experiences greater energy consumption. Ex-
pressing the energy consumption in terms of sinusoids as
shown in Equation 6, a phase near zero equates to greater
energy consumption during the night while a phase near
±π corresponds to greater energy consumption during the
day. Thus, the magnitude in Figure 2 illustrates the av-
erage amplitude of oscillation of the energy consumption
for the 24 hour Koopman mode. In Figure 4, the ampli-
tude and phase of the 168 hour Koopman mode is shown.
In the phase plot of the figure, all buildings have a nearly
uniform phase due to a Monday-Friday operating sched-
ule. The magnitude however varies and illustrates the dif-
ference between buildings in their energy consumption at
this time scale. Buildings with a strong weekday/weekend
energy split have a larger magnitude compared to build-
ings which have a similar daily electric load.

Figures 3 and 5 show time series measurements of en-
ergy consumption of several buildings to exemplify how
aspects of Koopman mode magnitude and phase relate to
building energy use. In Figure 3, two buildings with simi-
lar magnitude but a difference in phase, within the 24 hour
mode, are shown. The first building has a 24 hour KM
phase near π, and it is observed that on a daily time-scale,
energy usage increases in the morning (around 6:00AM)
and decreases in the afternoon (around 5:00PM). The sec-
ond building has a 24 hour KM phase of π, and has an op-
posite energy usage pattern where consumption increases
at night (around 5:00PM) and decreases in the morning
(around 7:00AM). Because both buildings have a similar
24 hour KM magnitude, the daily change in energy con-
sumption is almost identical (about 40 kWh between base
load and peak use). Another example for the 168 hour
KM is shown in Figure 5. In this figure, two buildings
with a difference in magnitude but similar phase for the
168 hour mode are shown. The first building has 168 hour
KM magnitude of approximately 20kWh while the second
building has a 168 hour KM magnitude which is negli-
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Figure 4: (Color Online) 24 hour Koopman mode magnitude (left) and phase (right) of campus electric consumption.
Note the difference in scale between plots.

Figure 5: (Color Online) Time-series (right) and spatial location (left) of the electric consumption of two buildings with
similar 168 hour Koopman mode phase which exhibit a large difference in Koopman mode magnitude. The building
(green) with large Koopman mode magnitude has visible weekly schedule while the building (blue) with small Koopman
mode has no weekly schedule.
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gible. In the time series, the 168 KM magnitude of the
two buildings can be observed as a difference in average
energy consumption between weekdays and weekends of
the two buildings. The building with a negligible 168 KM
magnitude has no noticeable difference between weekday
and weekend energy use while the second building clearly
exhibits different usage patterns for weekdays and week-
ends.
Through use of the 24 hour and 168 hour Koopman
mode, a description of the building energy profile can be
achieved. With the consideration of additional modes, ad-
ditional features of building load profiles can be distin-
guished. Using these modes, in conjunction with domain
expertise, various opportunities for energy savings can
be diagnosed in addition to overall monitoring of energy
consumption. The Koopman mode framework provides a
high level view of the energy consumption behavior of a
large group of buildings.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the site-level behavior of building energy
consumption from a group of university buildings is an-
alyzed using the Koopman operator. Koopman modes,
which are calculated from time-series building meter data,
are able to characterize building energy use at various
time-scales. In addition to separating energy use into
different time-scales, an advantage of using Koopman
modes is that the framework can be applied to data-sets
which are large (both temporally and spatially). With
the widespread availability of archived utility meter data,
many settings exist for building operators and managers
where Koopman mode analysis of meter data can readily
be accomplished.
Characterizing building energy consumption via. the
Koopman operator framework can be beneficial in many
areas. An example area of application is in the identifi-
cation of buildings to target for load shedding during de-
mand response events. A demand response (DR) event
aims to reduce, or shift, energy use from one time period
to another, and typically, DR events last for several hours.
Because DR measures are typically aimed at buildings
with large hourly changes in energy use whose peak daily
consumption occurs during a DR event, these conditions
can be expressed in terms of Koopman mode phase and
magnitude. Other building monitoring tasks can similarly
be performed by being cast into conditions on Koopman
modes.
The focus of this paper is to demonstrate Koopman mode
analysis on building meter data, and to connect charac-
teristics of the observed Koopman modes to features of
the data time-series. Future work will be in extending
this approach through a quantitative evaluation of Koop-
man modes. With this, potential applications of Koopman
mode analysis include fault detection, model calibration,

and integration into building energy management systems
for advanced energy monitoring.
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NOMENCLATURE
F nonlinear function
x state space variables
xi i-th state space variable
M high dimension manifold
R set of real numbers
U Koopman operator
g observation function
ψk k-th Koopman eigenfunction
λk k-th Koopman eigenvalue
vk k-th Koopman mode of observable
k eigenvalue/eigenfunction index
C set of complex number
ω frequency
Em(t) building energy consumption
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